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July 16, 2009 For a long time now, manufacturers have been trying to figure out a way to sell cars online without the hass problems negotiating at a dealership. Dealer franchise laws make this difficult because by law, you are only allowed to buy a new car at a dealership. You simply can not order a car directly from the manufacturer. Now that GM is coming out of bankruptcy, they seem to have more
wiggle room compared to selling cars in non-traditional ways. GM will begin experimenting with selling new cars via auction at Ebay Motors. The cars will still be sold through dealerships, but this will give car buyers a new option when it comes to negotiating a deal. The auctions will only be offered in California and will include the buy option it now. The release date is not set yet, but we'll let you know when
it does. As with most new programs, there will probably be some exceptional deals at the beginning to lure buyers. It will probably be worth your time to try it out when this becomes available. TrueCar, RydeShopper and CarsDirect are the best way to see the lowest car prices in your area. These sites show you no-haggle prices from retailers closest to you - and the deals are usually very good. This should
be the first step you take when negotiating your car price. Follow this up with my checklist to make sure you squeeze out every bit of savings. - Gregg Fidan Gregg Fidan is the founder of RealCarTips. After being ripped off on his first car purchase, he devoted several years to figuring out the best ways to avoid fraud and negotiate the best car deals. He has written hundreds of articles on the subject of car
buying and taught thousands of car customers how to get the best deals. Latest Weekly Car Buy Tips RSS Feed December 17, 2020 December 10, 2020 December 3, 2020 November 26, 2020 November 19, 2020 November 12th 2020 November 5th, November 5th, 2020 2020 October 29, 2020 October 22, 2020 October 15, 2020 08.09.2020 01.09.2020 24 September 2020 17 September 2020 10
September 2020 03.09.2020 I welcome your car buy welcome questions. Send me an email and I'd like to reply to them! Balance Small Business uses cookies to provide you with a good user experience. By using The Balance Small Business you agree to our use of cookies. eBay is an increasingly popular place to buy a car, new or used. Like any car shopping experience, though, you have to do your
homework before you put down your money. Here's what you need to know about buying a car on eBay. Car dealerships on eBay range from private sellers to professional used car lots. No matter who you buy from, there are some basics you should know before you start shopping. Safety and emissions requirements: Go to the State Department of Motor Vehicles to look up safety and emissions
requirements. Even if you're just going shopping in your home state, it's still worth having this information available. Find the information by entering a keyword, such as on your condition and car inspections. car inspections. for information directly from state websites instead of sites like DMV.org.Title and Registration Forms: Find out which forms your state requires you file to transfer the title and
registration. If you work with a dealer, they can handle this for you, but it's good to be familiar with the process. Taxes: You should know your tax burden. Typically, sales tax is calculated based on the current state of the vehicle. If these prices are different, you will probably be responsible for the difference, which can be a nasty surprise come tax time if prices are higher. Inspection and delivery: Stay behind
in your mind that for a car you can not get to easily, you need to arrange both a separate inspection by an expert and pick up or delivery, which can cost several hundred dollars. Research companies offering this in your area, or discussing this with a local dealer. Have all this noted and written down in a place that is easy to get to and you will be ready to apply. Finding a vehicle on eBay is relatively easy, as
eBay has a dedicated website for it, eBay Motors, with a search window at the top. For example, if you just want to find vehicles in your state, or an easy drive to watch, you can enter your zip code and a certain radius of miles around it. You can also restrict entries by layer, model, and model range of model years. For our purposes, let's look at an entry for a 2008 Honda Fit. eBay does quite a lot of
research for you. If you scroll to the bottom of the listing, you'll find three tabs: Description: The description contains information collected by AutoCheck, the eBay verification service, which provides you with a wealth of information about the car, including your vehicle identification number or VIN. You can use VIN to independently check the log by running it through a service such as Carfax.Vehicle History
Report: This tab contains a car history report for that VIN. Shipping and Payment: This category offers offers from various vehicle shipping companies. Let's say, for now, everything about the vehicle checks out. You have two options: Buy it now: Buy the car and avoid the entire auction process. Offer: Try bidding on the car. Some listings sell with a rating or best offer, called OBO. Contact the seller and ask
what selection of offers they would consider. Also check the rules of the auction. Some are no reserve, which means the car sells regardless of the final bid, while others require a specified minimum for the sale to clear. When buying a car, it is important to compare the price with what others pay. To do this, first search Kelley Blue Book to make sure it's at a reasonable price in the first place. The KBB
website will ask you some questions about the condition of the car, whether it is a dealer or a seller, and the location, and will give you a price range, like the one shown above. Keep this area convenient; If the bid plus the associated costs begin to fall at the high end, it is away from the auction. You should also look up what others have paid on eBay for similar cars. To do this, from eBay homepage: Select
Advanced in the top right corner, next to the search button. On the next page, select On eBay Motors, and then fill in the data. Under Enter keywords or item numbers, select Completed listings. Select Search to see what others have paid for similar records. Those who sold will have prices listed in green, while those where the auction ended without a sale will be listed in black. Keep in mind that prices can
be affected by mileage, so it won't be a perfect match. Nevertheless, this will also give you an excellent selection to consider when placing a bid. If the price checks out, next, research the car thoroughly. Start with the seller and their eBay history. On the right side of the listing, you'll find their username and a number next to it. Select the number and you go to their feedback profile, which includes what other
users have said about buying from them and selling to them. This profile can be sparse, especially if this is someone's first time selling. You can, and should, contact them directly and ask to speak to them over the phone or email. If the seller is a car dealer or is willing to give you its real name, you should also drive them through Google to find results. One thing you need to know is if they have the title.
Legally, the person who has his name on the title owns the car. If there is no title, it is going to be a significant legal issue, and the sale itself may be suspect. Request a copy of the title. The information should exactly match the information the seller has given you. If the name does not match, the seller asks about the situation. In some situations, this is not a problem a seller may be a relative who has not
transferred the title to the seller, so request that this be completed before you finish the sale. Once you have the story, run a title check through the National Motor Vehicle Title Information System or NMVTIS, which is delivered through private sellers. A salvage title marks a car that has been totaled by an insurance company. If this is all the seller has, proceed with extreme caution. Then the vehicle should
be inspected independently. Look closely at the text of all certification documents to see exactly what is certified. For example, if they just inspected the powertrain and have given it a guarantee, there may be other issues. If the seller claims the car has been certified pre-owned, ask them to provide copies of the documents via email or snail mail. The documents shall contain a warranty given by the
inspector, VIN, and the name of the dealer who carried out the inspection. Call to confirm that this was done. If there is no certification, arrange for the seller to take the car to a dealer, or you can hire an independent inspector. Ask the inspector to check vin and send you a picture of it to confirm it's the same. the car is close to you, ask to give it a visual inspection and a test drive. See if your purchase falls
under eBay's vehicle protection program, which protects you if you end up with a lemon. With all that done, you can start the buying process. If you're going to bid for a car, keep an eye on the total price. Do not forget that you need to arrange delivery or pickup, taxes and any state paperwork fees, probably add hundreds or thousands of dollars to the cost, depending on the final price. Once you have made
the sale online, contact the seller and discuss their signing over the title and register the car in your state. To make things easier, you may be able to register your car online. It depends on the requirements set by your state. If you have received financing for the car, you must also connect the seller to the institution. Finally, arrange a pickup truck or a delivery and enjoy your new car. Thank you for telling us!
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